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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of recognizing
human-human interaction from skeletal sequences. Existing
methods are mainly designed to classify single human action.
Many of them simply stack the movement features of two
characters to deal with human interaction, while neglecting
the abundant relationships between characters. In this paper,
we propose a novel two-stream recurrent neural network by
adopting the geometric features from both single actions and
interactions to describe the spatial correlations with different
discriminative abilities. The first stream is constructed under
pairwise joint distance (PJD) in a fully-connected mesh to categorize the interactions with explicit distance patterns. To better
distinguish similar interactions, in the second stream, we combine
PJD with the spatial features from individual joint positions
using graph convolutions to detect the implicit correlations among
joints, where the joint connections in the graph are adaptive for
flexible correlations. After spatial modeling, each stream is fed to
a bi-directional LSTM to encode two-way temporal properties.
To take advantage of the diverse discriminative power of the two
streams, we come up with a late fusion algorithm to combine their
output predictions concerning information entropy. Experimental
results show that the proposed framework achieves state-of-theart performance on 3D and comparable performance on 2D
interaction datasets. Moreover, the late fusion results demonstrate
the effectiveness of improving the recognition accuracy compared
with single streams.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modeling human-human interactions in competitive sports
(such as kick-boxing [1]) and close interactions with tangling
limbs (such as judo [2]) have benefited the computer animation
community. Enhancing the motion features such as interaction
mesh [2] demonstrate better results in motion retrieval [3],
[4] and classification tasks [5]. More recently, the emergence
of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) enables automatically
modeling the temporal dependency of motion sequences. As
a reliable input, hand-crafted features may help RNN-based
networks better learn spatial reasoning. For example, different
types of geometric features from a single human are proved
to be more effective than raw joints under a stack Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) network [6]. The hand-crafted features
are also useful in the skeleton-based interaction recognition,
as their rich geometric information may indicate spatial dependency within the character(s).
However, previous works in interaction recognition [7], [8]
mainly focus on extracting features from individual characters
that ignore the contextual information of the interaction be-

tween characters. Another problem is the lack of exploring
the correlations among joints, such as modeling body part
relations [5], or plainly stacking the joint features [9], which
causes the similar interactions less likely to be distinguished by
such models. To this end, we propose a two-stream framework
by exploring interaction representations under distance-based
and joint-based features, respectively. Each of the streams
demonstrates a strong discriminative power for certain types of
human interactions: In the first stream, we adopt pairwise joint
distance (PJD) as geometric features within two characters to
effectively classify the interactions with explicit patterns of
relative distances, such as kicking and punching; In the second
stream, we design graph convolutions on joint positions to
learn their implicit correlations with the spatial proximity represented by the pairwise distance features, which is effective in
classifying interactions with similar PJD features but different
joint movements, such as pushing and punching; Finally, we
fuse their recognition outputs to take advantage of the different
discriminative abilities of two streams.
To leverage both individual and interaction features, we
construct the first stream as a bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM)
network with the intra-subject and inter-subject pairwise joint
distances as the geometric features to discriminate interactions.
The effectiveness of PJD was demonstrated in modeling
motion sequences performed by a single subject [10]. Such
an approach can also be used to explicitly characterize an
interaction. For example, in shaking hands, we always observe
a smaller PJD between two hands of the two characters. We
thus model PJD between every joint pair of two subjects,
which ends up with a fully-connected mesh to spatially describe an interaction. The bi-directional LSTM further equips
the network with long term dependencies to minimize the
information loss problem in modeling long sequences. By
encoding the two-way temporal information, the recognition
performance can be further improved.
To explore the correlations among joints, we then propose
the second stream of a fully-connected graph convolution
BiLSTM network with adaptive joint connectivity. The spatial
proximity of interaction is represented using fully-connected
PJD defined on this adaptive graph. Graph convolutional
network (GCN) [11] has become an effective tool for analyzing joint correlations within a single action sequence under
graphical structure [12], [13]. Here, we leverage the graph

convolution to model the interdependency among joints in twocharacter interactions, and the spatial proximity of interaction
is represented by the fully-connected PJD from the first stream
since it can be naturally extended to describe the strengths
of edges in the graph. Previous graph convolutions on joints
[12], [13] limit the motion representations under fixed graph
connectivity (i.e., the kinematic tree), which spatially restrict
the graph to a predefined topological structure. In our graph
topology, we make the graph connectivity to be adaptive to
allow flexible connections between joints of two characters,
which aims to highlight the important joint pairs from the
abundant information. Temporally, we also embed the designed fully-connected graph convolution into a bi-directional
LSTM network to encode two-way interaction dynamics.
We further propose a late fusion algorithm to improve the
recognition performance of the proposed hybrid networks.
Previous work conducted on hierarchical networks, such as
spatial-temporal Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [14],
two-stream RNNs [9], and multi-clip skeleton images [15],
tend to average the prediction scores from individual models.
However, the classification power of models may vary due
to different spatial-temporal representations. To achieve an
optimal score, we link the classification posterior probabilities
with its information entropy to produce a sparse mixture
distribution as the optimal estimator.
In summary, the main contributions are concluded as follows:
• We propose a pairwise joint distance BiLSTM network
(PJD-BiLSTM) that models the explicit interaction patterns from the discriminative geometric features within
two characters.
• We propose a fully-connected graph convolution BiLSTM network (FCGC-BiLSTM) that quantifies the spatial
proximity of interaction from both joint positions and PJD
features with adaptive graph connections to extract the
implicit correlations among joints.
• A late fusion algorithm is defined to boost the recognition accuracy from probability outputs of the proposed
network streams.
Experimental results show that our method outperforms
the state of the arts on the 3D skeleton dataset. We also
demonstrate our method can be easily extended to 2D key
joint recognition and achieves comparable performance with
RGB-based methods.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we first review the conventional approaches
to human interaction modeling. Then we recall the existing
neural network models which are closely related to our proposed framework.
A. Skeleton-based Interaction Modeling
Modeling and synthesizing two-character interactions based
on skeleton structure have been explored in the area of
computer vision and computer graphics. Early work by Shum

et al. [1] computed the basic patterns of two-character interactions in kick-boxing as interaction patches based on gametree expansion [16]. For motion comparison, Tang et al. [10]
proposed to use all combinations of relative joint distances
as features with feature selection algorithms for content-based
motion retrieval. Yun et al. [17] evaluated a wide range of
motion features, such as joint positions, velocity, relational
features for classifying human-human interactions captured
from the Kinect sensor.
The interaction mesh [2] is effective in modeling the spatial
relationship between different body parts for motion retargeting applications. The concept of interaction mesh was further
extended in proximity graph [4] to compute the similarity
between different human-human interactions. One problem
of using interaction mesh for interaction comparison is the
discrete nature of the mesh construction. As a result, small
changes in the 3D position will result in a different mesh topology. To alleviate this problem, more recent approaches [5],
[18] proposed sampling a very dense set of points from
the characters for interaction classification and more generic
comparison tasks.
B. Neural Networks in Action Recognition
RNN and its variants show potentials in modeling temporal
dynamics, which rises great attention for human activity
analysis in recent research. Zhu et al. [19] learned the intrinsic co-occurrence of joints with LSTM neurons. Zhang et
al. [20] designed an adaptive RNN network which can regulate
the viewpoints to maximize recognition accuracy. However,
RNN-based networks may fail to detect the spatial patterns
by simply concatenating the skeleton joints into a chain
sequence [20], [21]. Therefore, based on RNN frameworks,
some researches [7], [22] proposed to describe the spatial
path along a graph-based kinematic tree. Others [9], [23]
proposed hierarchical networks for several branches of the
human skeleton (normally four limbs and a trunk) and gathered
the output representations under a fine-to-coarse fashion.
Another solution to identify the latent correlations among
joints is to model actions using CNN or GCN. In [15], joint
positions were transferred to skeleton images and then fed
to a multi-stage CNN to learn the spatial-temporal properties. Tas and Koniusz [24] created feature maps of actions
using kernel linearization. Later, GCN demonstrated a great
advantage in human action recognition where the skeleton
joints as nodes interact with each other in graph format.
Yan et al. [12] performed graph convolution by constructing
edges from natural joint connectivities and consecutive frames
along with spatial and temporal directions, respectively. There
are also some cutting-edge researches associating GCN with
RNN to jointly learn the spatial-temporal correlations. For
example, Si et al. [25] inserted graph convolutions in LSTM
cells together with an attention mechanism to enhance the
informative joints or body parts. However, these architectures
exploit GCN mainly based on raw skeleton connections. In this
paper, we incorporate GCN with pairwise geometric features

Fig. 1. The unrolled version of our proposed two-stream framework. The FCGC structure is detailed illustrated in the callout
box enclosed by the green dotted line.

under adaptive graph connections to explore more robust
correlations among joints.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The overview of our proposed framework is illustrated in
Fig. 1. It consists of two streams, namely Pairwise Joint
Distance BiLSTM (PJD-BiLSTM, Section III-B) and FullyConnected Graph Convolution BiLSTM (FCGC-BiLSTM,
Section III-C). The input skeletal features include the pairwise
joint distances and joint positions for different streams which
are effective in modeling the spatial relations of the twocharacter and individual postures respectively. For example,
pairwise joint distance is better at discriminating explicit
interaction patterns such as leg movements of kicking and arm
movements of punching, while joint positions can discover implicit correlations among joints that help discriminate similar
interactions like punching and pushing. We then present our
late fusion method by combining the two separate predictions
for the best outcome.
A. Problem Formulation
We first parameterize human interaction with the joint
position and PJD. The PJD feature [10] shows an advantage
in modeling spatial proximity between joints which explicitly characterizes the interaction. Given a skeletal interaction sequence, the input joint positions can be denoted as
X = [X1 , X2 , ..., XT ], where T is the total number of motion
frames. In each frame, Xt contains the joint positions of the
two subjects with C channels. Note that C = 2 for 2D pose
and C = 3 for 3D skeleton.
The PJD between the two subjects is computed to represent
the interaction, and it can also be used as edge information
when a graph-based model is applied [26]. Following [17]
which extracted the Euclidean distance between joints of the

two subjects, the PJD between joint i in X p and joint j in X q
is defined as:
d(Xip , Xjq ) = kXip − Xjq k,

(1)

where i and j are in set J that contains all the joints of
a subject. Note that the distance is computed from the two
subjects if p 6= q, and from a single subject if p = q. PJD will
play different roles in each separate stream which demonstrates
different advantages in the interaction recognition task.
B. Pairwise Joint Distance BiLSTM
As the first stream, we propose a pairwise joint distance
BiLSTM framework to learn the spatial-temporal dependencies characterized by PJD. The stream aims at modeling the
spatial correlations of interaction from distance space with all
the joint pairs of two characters.
We first generate a mesh for human-human interaction with
each of the edges connecting any of the two joints, such that
it captures not only features within a single character but also
between two characters. The left part of Fig. 2 illustrates all
the connected joint pairs in an interaction between a simplified
humanoid skeletal structure with five joints. The changes
in edge lengths (i.e., deformation of the whole mesh) over
time represent the dynamics of spatial proximity within the
interaction.
As shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, we feed the fullyconnected PJD within the mesh into a BiLSTM layer in
forward and backward order to learn the temporal properties
of the spatial proximity. The bi-directional scheme builds a
context-aware model by reducing the long-term information
loss, which enhances the classification performance for sequences (see the accuracy improvement in Table III). The
final concatenation of the bi-directional outputs goes through a
dense layer with softmax activation for probability forecasting
towards each interaction label. With the help of the interaction
features, using one layer BiLSTM could already achieve

distance matrix D is symmetric. More specifically, at a certain
timestamp t, the connection strength Dt (Xip , Xjq ) between two
nodes Xip and Xjq will be calculated by taking the reciprocal
of exponential PJD as
Dt (Xip , Xjq ) =

Fig. 2. The transformation from fully-connected mesh to
weight matrix in FCGC.
results comparable to the state-of-the-art approaches as shown
in Section IV especially when the evaluated dataset has a small
scale.
C. Fully-Connected Graph Convolution BiLSTM
In the second stream, we propose a fully-connected graph
convolution BiLSTM framework to incorporate the distance
metric PJD with the corresponding joint positions in a complementary way to learn the latent spatial properties among joints.
From the fact that PJD may overlook the joint distributions
which contain representative spatial patterns, we use extra
positional features to complementary learn the correlations
among joints. Since human interaction can be naturally represented as graph-structured data with the nodes formed by
joints, we further adopt graph convolutions [11] to spatially
model the correlations among joint positions based on the
spatial proximity learned from PJD.
We quantify the spatial proximity in our graph structure
with PJD under adaptive joint connectivity. In graph-based
models, a node can gather the information from the other
nodes according to the spatial proximity of the graph, which is
represented by an adjacency matrix with each entry denoting
whether the corresponding two nodes are connected in the
graph. Previous models [12], [13] using graph representations
are always modeling single actions, and their adjacency matrices only involve the joint connections based on the kinematic
tree. In a recent work of action prediction, [27] made their
adjacency matrix to be adjustable with network training, which
shows a better performance than using the predefined skeletal
structure based on bone connections. Here, we partially adopt
their idea by using an adaptive matrix denoting the importance
of joint connectivity but combining with the fully-connected
PJD to support the spatial proximity. This is because PJD holds
an advantage to show the joint relationship that two close joints
are highly correlated and vice versa. Here, PJD, together with
the adaptive connectivity functions as the adjacency matrix
allowing flexibility to describe the spatial proximity of the
graph.
The human-human interaction is presented as a fullyconnected graph g with 2|J| nodes corresponding to all joints
of the two characters. We assume that two joints are highly
interacted if they are in close proximity. To obtain the spatial
proximity, we first transfer the PJD into matrix format D as
shown in the right part of Fig. 2. Note that the weighted

1
exp(dt (Xip , Xjq ))

(2)

to normalize its scope within (0, 1]. This step ensures that a
joint pair with small PJD will have a large weight in D.
To determine the physical intensities of the pairwise connections, we propose an adaptive connection map A ∈ R2|J|×2|J|
with trainable parameters. This avoids manually defining the
fixed connections within the kinematic tree. As a data-driven
approach, an adaptive A will also capture the implicit connections of the joint pairs between two characters. For example,
the connection of two hands is important in clapping, but the
hands are not directly connected in the kinematic chain.
Given all joint positions Xt = [X p ; X q ]|t as input, the fullyconnected graph convolution (FCGC) operation (the green
module in Fig. 1) under a set of convolutional coefficients
W can be written as:
C

W ?g Xt = σ(( ⊕ (A
c=1

Dt )XC
t )W ),

(3)

where σ(·) denotes the activation function, and each element
of the dot product A Dt captures the location dependencies
of the corresponding joint pairs. Note that A Dt is time
specific and its temporal variations indicate the changing of
spatial proximity of the certain interaction over time. Rather
than directly encoding the absolute coordinate Xt , the multiplication step with the dot product equips the joint coordinate
with global relationship among the other joints.
We further embed FCGC with LSTM cell at each frame t
to encode the temporal dynamics:
h̃t = LST M ([?g Xt , h̃t−1 ]; [Wx , Uh̃ ]),

(4)

where ?g is the graph convolution operator defined in Eq. (3),
the convolutional coefficients W becomes Wx which is the
LSTM weights of input Xt for each gate, and Uh̃ is the
weights for the hidden state h̃t−1 . Here, the activation function
in Eq. (3) becomes tanh(·) as defined in a standard LSTM
unit. We perform FCGC with the input X but not for hidden
unit h̃, since h̃ does not contain explicit interactive meanings.
The FCGC also goes through a backward LSTM layer in
reversed time order as PJD-BiLSTM to learn the two-way
temporal representations.
D. Late Fusion
To take advantage of both streams, we propose to merge
the prediction score at the probability level with a scalable
late fusion approach to highlight the more discriminative
stream prediction based on each interaction instance. This is
because the proposed two-stream networks present particular
discriminative power among various interaction classes. For
example, PJD-BiLSTM is good at modeling the relative position changes between two characters, while FCGC-BiLSTM is

more effective when two interactions have similar PJD, such
as push and punch (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) since the extra
joint correlations are captured to differentiate such similar
interactions. Compared to combining different models at an
early stage, late fusion at score level considers the diversity
between classifiers. Empirically, the fusion algorithm effectively combines information from both streams and improves
the overall classification accuracy (see Table I and Table II).
Inspired by the Principle of Maximum Entropy [28],
we re-weigh the output probability of each stream according to their entropy magnitude. Given an interaction entry X, the n-th classifier will generate a score distribution
Pn (yk |X, Θn )|K
k=1 ∈ [0, 1] among all K interaction classes,
and Θn represents the parameter set of classifier n. We
calculate the final fusion score by the following weighted
average equation:
P (yk |X, Θ1 , . . . , ΘN ) =

N
X

αn Pn (yk |X, Θn ).

(5)

n=1

Here, αn gives the degree of confidence towards the n-th
classifier, which is induced from:
PK
Pn (yk |X, Θn ) log(Pn (yk |X, Θn ))
.
αn = 1 − PN k=1
PK
m=1
k=1 Pm (yk |X, Θm ) log(Pm (yk |X, Θm ))
(6)
The numerator refers to the negative information entropy
of label distribution for the n-th classifier. Our goal is to
highlight the distributions with lower entropy that indicates
higher confidence of the predicted class, and to hold back
the less discriminative predictions in the meanwhile. Here
N = 2 corresponds to the two streams, and the proposed
fusion algorithm can also be generalized to multiple classifiers
to boost the recognition performance.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To show the effectiveness and general applicability of
our two-stream recognition approach, we examine both 3D
skeleton with depth and 2D skeleton with key joint positions
in RGB videos. The benchmark datasets used in this study are
SBU Kinect Interaction [17] for 3D, and UT-Interaction [29]
for 2D skeleton-based recognition. The experiments are carried
out on the proposed PJD-BiLSTM, FCGC-BiLSTM, and twostream fusion (denoted as PJD+FCGC). We also compare with
the state of the arts and perform ablation study to justify each
component in the proposed network.
A. Datasets and Implementation Details
For splitting the training and testing samples, we follow
the experiment protocol of [17] with 5-fold cross-validation
on the SBU dataset, and 10 folds [29] on the UT-Interaction
dataset. The averaged result for all folds is presented as the
final accuracy for each dataset. The numbers of LSTM neurons
are set to 1024 and 512 for PJD-BiLSTM and FCGC-BiLSTM,
respectively. The output of each stream before the softmax
layer is activated by LeakyReLU with a negative slope of
0.2. We also accommodate common techniques like gradient
clipping and early stopping during network training.

TABLE I Recognition performance on the SBU dataset.
Method
Raw Skeleton [17]
Joint feature [17]
Co-occurrence LSTM [19]
ST-LSTM+Trust Gate [22]
Clips+CNN+MTLN [15]
SI and JD features [5]
GCA-LSTM [7]
CNN+Kernel Feature maps [24]
Two-stream RNN [9]
LSTM+FA+VF [8]
PJD-BiLSTM
FCGC-BiLSTM
PJD+FCGC

Acc.(%)
49.7
80.3
90.4
93.3
93.5
93.9
94.1
94.3
94.8
95.0
94.0
95.1
96.8

1) SBU Interaction Dataset: The SBU dataset [17] includes 282 video sequences with 8 interaction categories (i.e.,
approach, depart, kick, push, punch, hug, shake hands and
exchange) performed by 7 participants. It also provides the
identification of active agent and inactive agent for exploring
and simulating. To better fit FCGC-BiLSTM, we expand
the dataset by flipping the positions of active and inactive
character. Note that for both streams, the pairwise distance
will not change by this operation. Since the dataset shows
less samples in some classes like shake hands, we also adopt
weight balancing techniques [30] to balance all categories
during training.
2) UT-Interaction Dataset: The UT-Interaction dataset [29]
contains 60 RGB video clips of 6 balanced interaction categories: shake hands, hug, kick, point, punch and push. Each
class contains 10 video clips. The videos are challenging due
to low resolution, background variations, and body part occlusions. Compared with the SBU dataset, the UT-Interaction
contains fewer sequences in each category but longer duration
with more frames in each captured sequence. We augment
the dataset by mirroring the videos and halfway clipping. To
extract skeleton positions, we use OpenPose [31] to detect the
2D postures of two characters in each image frame and collect
the 15 main joints [17] in each character for our experiment.
B. Evaluations on the SBU Dataset
We first compare the performance of our methods against
relevant algorithms tested on the SBU dataset including SVMbased classification on raw skeleton [17], interaction meshbased motion features [5], sequential-based learning using
RNN or its alternative LSTM [7]–[9], [22], and CNN on
skeletal images [15], [24]. From the recognition accuracy in
Table I, the single-stream PJD-BiLSTM achieves better performance using interaction descriptors compared with most of
the baselines modeling single characters, and FCGC-BiLSTM
further improves the classification result by mining the spatial
correlations of joints through an adaptive graph, which already
achieves the state of the arts. Finally, PJD+FCGC shows the
best among all the comparisons, and we also observe that
there is about 2% significant performance improvement in
PJD+FCGC against the individual streams, which highlights
the strength of our late fusion algorithm.

(a) PJD-BiLSTM

(b) FCGC-BiLSTM

(c) PJD+FCGC

Fig. 3. Confusion matrices of separate streams and the late fusion on the SBU dataset.
TABLE II Recognition performance on the UT-Interaction
dataset under different feature modalities.
Modality

RGB

RGB+skeleton
skeleton

Method
DBoW [32]
MSSC [33]
HR [34]
IP [35]
PKM [36]
PA-DRL [37]
PJD-BiLSTM
FCGC-BiLSTM
PJD+FCGC

Acc.(%)
85.0
83.3
88.4
91.6
93.3
96.7
91.9
92.7
94.4

To further investigate the contributions of individual streams
and the improvement of late fusion, we present the three
confusion matrices for different interaction classes in Fig. 3.
Comparing the two streams, FCGC-BiLSTM outperforms
PJD-BiLSTM on average, and we further observe that FCGC
is better at discriminating between very similar interactions
such as push and punch, but less effective in actions like kick
and exchange. This is because PJD-BiLSTM can better tell the
relative distance change. For example, the distances between
the active leg with other joints can better describe kicking than
positional features. While PJD-BiLSTM is less effective when
discriminating similar interactions such as punch and push
because their corresponding PJDs are also similar. When using
FCGC-BiLSTM, the adaptive graph can detect the discriminative joint correlations to better classify these two interactions.
This justifies the use of the two streams to complement each
other in handling different types of interactions.
In Fig. 3c, the fusion accuracies are higher than (i.e., push
and exchange) or at least equal to the best classification result
between PJD-BiLSTM and FCGC-BiLSTM, which highlights
the effectiveness of further improving the classification performance by combining the output of the two streams. The
proposed late fusion alone does not introduce extra parameters
to learn, and it is expected to be easily extended to other
recognition work for performance boosting when multiple
classifiers in conjunction with features in arbitrary size and
length.

C. Evaluations on the UT-Interaction Dataset
Since the principle behind the network is using the pairwise
distance among joint positions, our method can be reasonably adapted to the 2D pose domain. Inspired by this, we
further challenge our framework on the UT-Interaction dataset
solely based on skeletons and compare with the state-of-theart RGB-based or RGB+skeleton approaches. Here, we only
change the input data from 3D to 2D without altering the
proposed network architecture. We have achieved a comparable performance as shown in Table II. The result of our
PJD+FCGC outperforms the models using RGB features only,
which justifies the effectiveness of modeling interactions using
skeleton joint features over color information, as the latter can
be largely affected by the unnecessary background color and
the appearance of clothes. Our skeleton-based approach is less
effective than PA-DRL [37] which combines both RGB and
skeletal features, and we believe that their RGB features that
describing the body part pixel changes can be integrated into
our system to further improve the recognition performance.
Within our two-stream method on this 2D dataset, we discover
a consistent observation as in the experiment of the SBU
dataset: FCGC-BiLSTM boosts the accuracy with the design
of graph convolution on body joints compared with PJDBiLSTM, and the late fusion of PJD+FCGC performs better
than the individual streams.
We also present the result of three confusion matrices on
the UT-interaction in Fig. 4. Similar to Fig. 3, the two streams
perform differently on kick, punch, and push interactions. The
fusion algorithm achieves the highest accuracies for all classes,
and the result on push also proves that the fusion outperforms
both streams.
We further investigate the possible reasons that may cause
wrong predictions in some cases. We found that OpenPose
suffers from information loss for the key joints when extracting
the joint positions, which commonly appears in punch, hug,
and kick. It fails to detect some limbs because of the partial
occlusions of some body parts, such as the bottom row of
the punch and kick interactions in Fig. 5. This leads to an
ill impact on our approach since FCGC-BiLSTM largely
depends on a reliable joint position input. While in most
of the circumstances, our method could correctly predict the

(a) PJD-BiLSTM

(b) FCGC-BiLSTM

(c) PJD+FCGC

Fig. 4. Confusion matrices of separate streams and the late fusion on the UT-Interaction dataset.
TABLE III Influence of different components in our proposed
two-stream network.
Type
Non
graph
Graph
based

Fig. 5. Example frames with classification results in UTInteraction dataset. From left to right columns, the ground truth
labels are punch, push, and kick. The first row gives correctly
classified samples, and the interactions in the second row are
wrongly classified as push, hug, and push, respectively.

interaction label if more joints are detected with a higher
confidence rate.
D. Ablation Study
We conduct detailed ablation experiments on the SBU
dataset to justify the effectiveness of using joint position (JP),
pairwise joint distance (PJD), adaptive graph connectivity A,
and the bi-directional encoding in our framework. The results
are shown in Table III. As the baseline of our approach, we
evaluate the first stream (non-graph models) by only encoding
the joint positions without PJD (denoted as JP-BiLSTM).
JP-BiLSTM has a much lower accuracy than PJD-BiLSTM,
and this is because the generic RNN-based model is less
effective in modeling the spatial interdependencies from the
raw joint input compared with PJD which already contains
spatial information among joints.
In the second stream (graph-based models), we conduct
graph convolutions on joint positions to model the spatial
correlations and incorporate it with PJD for its superior
discriminative ability. Here, JP is a necessary component as
each joint represents a basic graph node. We first perform
plain graph convolutions on the raw positions without the dot
product between PJD and the adaptive connection A in Eq. (3)
(namely FCGC-BiLSTM w/o PJD+A). In this case, the graph
connectivity follows the skeletal structure, which means that
there will not be any joint connections between two characters,

Method
JP-BiLSTM
PJD-LSTM
PJD-BiLSTM
FCGC-BiLSTM w/o PJD+A
FCGC-BiLSTM w/o PJD
FCGC-LSTM
FCGC-BiLSTM

JP
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

A
N/A
N/A
N/A

X
X

X
X
X

PJD

bi
X
X
X
X
X

Acc.(%)
88.4
91.4
94.0
89.9
90.9
92.4
95.1

and only the connected joints in each character can affect
each other. Compared with JP-BiLSTM, the recognition result
increases (89.9% over 88.4%), which justifies the use of graph
convolution. We then make A to be adaptive with the network
training (namely FCGC-BiLSTM w/o PJD). We found that the
accuracy further improves (90.9% over 89.9%) with more latent connections that not existed in the skeletal structure, such
as the hand joint(s) of one character and the shoulder joint(s) of
the other character that are closely correlated for differentiating
push with the other interactions. FCGC-BiLSTM outperforms
FCGC-BiLSTM w/o PJD by a large margin (95.1% over
90.9%), which indicates the effectiveness of incorporating PJD
to represent the spatial proximity within all joints between two
characters. Note that we do not perform the graph convolution
between JP and PJD under fixed skeleton (FCGC-BiLSTM
w/o A), as it only results in bone lengths which are irrelevant
for classifying interactions.
From both PJD-LSTM vs. PJD-BiLSTM and FCGC-LSTM
vs. FCGC-BiLSTM, we observe that the bidirectional propagation is essential in improving the performance, as it integrates
both the past and future knowledge to solve the long term
information loss problem. The two streams proposed in this
work come from the best non-graph model PJD-BiLSTM and
the best graph-based model FCGC-BiLSTM, and the accuracy
can be further improved through fusing the two streams as
shown in PJD+FCGC from Table I and Table II.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a two-stream architecture to
classify human interactions by leveraging interactive-based
geometric features. The two streams are 1) PJD-BiLSTM
to encode the dynamics of pairwise distances among joints

of the two characters with a BiLSTM network, 2) FCGCBiLSTM to encode PJD into an adaptive graph convolution to
learn the spatial proximity among joint nodes, and combining
with BiLSTM to learn temporal transitions of underlying
spatial proximity. We further propose a late fusion method
based on the probabilistic model to generate an optimal score
distribution for final prediction. The experimental results on
both 3D and 2D benchmark datasets show the effectiveness
and generality of the proposed model. In the future, we
are interested in combining the skeleton position with color
appearance to improve the recognition performance on RGBbased interaction datasets.
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